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We, at Pravah, have been working since 1993 in India, to develop leadership capacities

of young people to unleash their ability to bring about transformational change. Our

mission is to work on’ prevention’ of social conflicts by developing social responsibility

and personal leadership among young people. We endeavour to build future looking,

wholesome adolescents and youth leaders through psycho-social interventions leading

to economic, political and social inclusion. We believe that social change is affected

through deep mind-set change of individuals. In order to change the social structures

that marginalize communities, we need not only the empowerment of the socially

excluded,but also to shift the attitudes of individuals in powerful decision-making

positions. We therefore work with young people from diverse backgrounds to build their

agency and enable them to act, such that they become self-aware, deeply empathetic,

understand systems and are socially responsible citizens. 

 

Our vision is to co-create a sustainable ecosystem that nurtures empowering

spaces with and for young people, through joint programming and partnerships,

capacity building of people and organisations and engaging with multiple

stakeholders in the adolescent and youth space , focussing on youth development

and youth centric development issues.

ABOUT US
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FROM THE CEO'S DESK

 
Will young people join perpetrators of injustice, be mere bystanders or will

they act to ensure that conflicts are resolved creatively? How will they view

boundaries and draw them? Will they choose to exclude ‘others’ on the basis

of narrowly constructed identities like caste, gender, religion, sexuality, region,

colour, and race (among others)?  Will they make choices which continue to

lead us towards greater un-sustainability or will they take some hard decisions

to change the way we engage with our environment? The world being

handed over to us is in many ways worse than it was received in.

Unfortunately, the previous generations have not left a great legacy. In a

scenario of uninspiring examples, how can young people be motivated to

engage meaningfully with society beyond meeting their day-to-day needs

and develop a vision to see the bigger picture, interdependence and larger

good?  " 

 

Pravah believes the answer lies in creating 5th spaces. A space that

uses the psycho-social approach to design experiential learning

journeys taking into account the special features of the phase of

youthhood. We believe that as a society we have ‘legitimized’ four

spaces for young people - that of family, friends, career / career-

related education and leisure or recreation. There is on the margins – a

5th Space - where young people discover themselves by engaging in

social action, a space where they engage in active citizenship,

volunteer and much more. This 5th Space must be repositioned as a

space that focuses as much on the self-transformation of youth as it

does on transforming society through them. This space would

essentially build on the aspects of understanding the self, developing

meaningful relationships and impacting society – all of which are

critical to youth development.While impacting society through active

citizenship or volunteering, young people in fact impact themselves.

When effectively facilitated, these experiences lead to heightened

self- awareness, enhanced leadership skills (like problem solving,

decision making, team work, positive handling of conflict, dialoguing

etc.) and informed stances and action on social issues among youth.

This ability is imperative for sustainable growth to enable young

people to become lifelong change leaders.   

 

NEHA BUCH
CEO 2018-19



AN OVERVIEW OF 
OUR PROGRAMS

We work across the lifecycle of a young person from middle school through till their young

adult lives as they become active citizens and into adulthood when they turn into social

entrepreneurs /intrapreneurs in whichever sector they choose.

SMILE Rural Inturnship: understanding the

self and the world around 

SMILE Fellowship: leadership for social

change

SDG Youth Addas for awareness and dialogue

Rural - Urban Exposures: experiential learning

Community Volunteering for Change-

University of Melbourne , AVI 

Changelooms- Learning and

Leadership Journey

Saanstha: Organisational Development

My Life Mere Faisle: Agency for tackling Early and

Child Marriage

Plan It Girls Programme: Gender Sensitive

classrooms through teacher training 

Big Ticket : Instructional Design and facilitation 

HCL Uday- My Scholar programme: corporate

volunteering and mentoring 

Capacity building of Rainbow Home care staff

 on conflict resolution- Delhi

Capacity building of KSCF- Jharkhand staff on

instructional design and facilitation 

Abilities Beyond Skills - Capacity building of

potential employees and corporates

“Be a Jagrik- Samvidhan Live…Live the SDGS”

 campaign on consitutional literacy with NSS

departments, New Delhi 

Youth Festivals advocating for active

citizenship- Music for Harmony, Jumbish,

Jashn-e-Agaz, Changelooms 

ARROW SDG youth meet @ Thailand - anjali 

SheDecides - Pooja Singh 25x25  youth leader

Pravah inputs in Wellness curriculum for

Ayushman Bharat 

UNICEF Yuwaa 5 State Consultation

HCL Uday- My School programme:  Active Citizenship

with a focus on education and Bal Panchayats in

government schools, NCR 

Beyond Zebra volunteering 

Life skill and Leadership training and leadership

journey with SUBROS, NCR & Ankur Welfare

Association, Una 

Adolescence and Growing Up Healthy- Wellness and

SRHR with Ambuja Cement Foundation- Dadri, NCR

Workshop on leadership, Communication and conflict

resolution with Sweccha , New Delhi

Strengthening Gargi Manch in Jaipur schools



1750
ADOLESCENTS
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Youth
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A D O L E S C E N T S

Pravah’s Adolescent Intervention works with 12-17-year olds, to develop core life

competencies such as deep–self-awareness, relationship building, learnability, critical

thinking, taking responsibility, empathy, problem-solving, decision-making and creative

thinking. The programs also seek to build a deeper understanding of social issues and

provide opportunities for social action across NCR and Jaipur through Pravah Jaipur

Initiative. We partner with over 100 schools and organisations across NCR and Jaipur.

 

The HCL Uday-My School programme on education, in its second year, ran with 7

government schools across Haryana and U.P to deepen student led participation

and active citizenship within the schools by strengthening and embedding clubs

within the structure. As a part of the leadership journey, 3 adolescent leadership

councils- ‘Bal Panchayats’ were set up to support effective decision making of the

school and build community-based action projects.Through the Bal panchayats

students were able to vocalize deprioritized adolescent-centric issues to duty

bearers through action projects like health surveys and regular ‘bal sabhas’ to

address prevalent issues of their school like water scarcity and sanitation. 

Through the life skills training and leadership journey supported by 

   Subros Educational Society,  we focussed on building personal capacities of class

7 students,to lead active citizenship processes and take leadership roles in their

schools ,across Noida. Students were able to identify their personal dreams; from

becoming a police officer and managing their family shop for themselves and school

space where no one abuses the other or fights and live in peace and harmony. They’ve

also been able to recognize and challenge the gender dynamics that were   inhibiting

them from working together; and formed three clubs-  the anti-bullying club,

environment club, and reading and writing club.

 



Gargi Manch supported by UNICEF Jaipur, to operationalize and establish Gargi manch as

a platform for empowering adolescents in government schools of Rajasthan.

Recommendations from the program for creating an ‘adolescents collective’ were presented

to Snehlata Harit, Director- Girls Education, Government of Rajasthan. 

Beyond Zebra is a learning and leadership journey which focuses on providing safe and

meaningful volunteering opportunities to adolescents where they can build leadership

capacities, develop a broader, more informed worldview while creating social impact while

working with a grassroots NGO. 

Leadership Training workshop with Ankur Welfare Association, Una with students from 8th

to 11th class, focussed on understanding the concept of leadership as leading one’s own life

and developing key skills of listening and assertiveness, to take initiative and develop an

action plan to work on social issues in the school. 

Safe School program with adolescents in Kalyanpura government school in Jaipur,   to

highlight their own experience through stories of gender and violence, and understand how

they are formed and how they become a norm in everyday life; where students took charge of

their school campus with action projects on safety and gender. 

A workshop on ‘Wellness and Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights’ with students from

middle schools in Dadri, U.P to support Ambuja Cement Foundation’s ongoing focus on

‘Adolescence and Growing Up Healthy’.   The model of the programme was based on the

training of ‘Peer Educators’, who were capacitated to implement the curriculum with other

adolescents, focussing on learning through various participatory games and activities on key

areas of - Life skills, Health and Nutrition- physical and reproductive; and Facilitation skills. 

Workshop on leadership, Communication and conflict resolution with Sweccha , New

Delhi with adolescents from age 11- 15, on developing self-efficacy and key life capacities to

do better in education and employability for the future.



I M PAC T

"Life is not black and white. When
we become aware, we expand our
view of life beyond our own to
include others; and in making lives
better and happier for others, we
become happier ourselves."

 Manraj Singh, 17 years, Shri Ram School , Moulsori,
Beyond Zebra Participant

"When we started the process of
creating the Bal Panchayat
committee, I discovered alot of
information about elections, the
legal age of voting and how one
votes in a democracy. Ever since
I took the post of PM and became
a part of this program I have
changed alot. Now I feel
responsible for motivating and
inspiring others as well to study,
raise their hand in class and help
eachother "

Mamta, 15 years, Prime Minister of Government
UPS , Ibteda School, NCR , Bal Panchayat, My
School programme 



Y O U T H
Driven by the spirit of youth volunteerism, our youth programs provide a platform to young

people in the age group of 18-27 years, to work on issues they are passionate about while

developing their own leadership competencies,   to become stakeholders, leaders and active

citizens by facilitating their journey from self to society. This includes skill building

workshops, discussions on social issues, youth clubs, group exposures, youth addas and rural

internships with social movements and CBOs, youth festivals across NCR and Jaipur (through

Pravah Jaipur Initiative). We also work with young people in collaboration with our Streaming

partners in the states of Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Bihar,

Jharkhand.

 

SMILE Rural Inturnship is a learning and leadership journey   where young people (18- 25

years) are placed for a period of 3-6 weeks with grassroots organizations/ social

movements across India. This exposure to 'ground realities' of the country, allows

individuals to form their own opinion, differentiate facts from fiction, and at the same

time, provides the host organization with a helping hand on different projects through

specific skills of the volunteer(s).This year we saw 132 young people from across Delhi,

M.P, Telengana, Rajasthan, U.P, Jharkhand immerse themselves in this experiential journey.

We also expanded outreach through the SMILE Programme streaming in Lucknow, Uttar

Pradesh in partnership with Commutiny - The Youth Collective, Yeh Ek Soch Foundation

and UNFPA. Through this collaboration, we have been able to embed the SMILE Hourglass

journey in Lucknow, reaching out to 612 young people through college sessions, youth

addas and a youth festival. 

SMILE Fellowship aims to create self and social impact by enabling youth to take up

leadership roles in self- created 5th spaces. This 8 month long programme provides

fellows (aged 18 - 25 years) with intensive learning and leadership opportunities, through

designing, facilitating and leading impactful social change projects, and building

valuable advocacy, networking, and fundraising skills on the journey. This year 14 fellows

engaged with more than 800 people and stakeholders such as school students, school

dropouts, youth, activists, school principals, teachers, SMC members, sex workers and non-

profit organisations. 



The program enabled an entrepreneurial and creative mindset to deal with the pressing issues of

the society. For example, in one of the government schools, due to the consistent work that our

fellow Gaurav did with the SMC members, Commerce section was re-started under special

permission;   having learnt from us, our fellows used experiential learning method in giving

education support to dropout children enrolling 14 children back to the schools, filing of RTIs and

creation of a youtube resources on what to know about the functioning of Delhi Government

schools, and work of the fellows getting published in various local newspapers. Organisations

like  Mitr Trust, Kat- Katha and Nazariya supported the fellows to run their social action projects

in the community. The novelty of SMILE fellowship is that it allows students in college and

working professionals to take action in their communities. The model has gained traction and

last year, we were able to find another supporter in Ebrahim and Nutan Legacy Fund (ENLF) to

support upcoming SMILE fellows working on the thematic of communal harmony.

 

SDG Youth Addas are spaces that are created to engage with specific issues with young

people with the aim of enabling them to understand their roles in the society that exists. Last

year, we organised 3 Youth Addas on Environment and Climate Action; Sexual and

Reproductive Health and Rights; Sustainable Cities and Volunteering with 162 young people in

partnership with Haiyya, Asia Safe Abortions Partnership, UNV, Restless Development. 

Rural Exposure is a 5-day rural immersion programme where a group of young people are

taken to a rural organisation, where they learn about development with the lens of

sustainability and self-development. This year we hosted 104 young people in 4 different

exposures to Agrini (M.P) , on Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights to Jatan ( Rajasthan) in

partnership with FAT, Tarun Bharat Sangh (Rajasthan) in Partnership with Delhi Technological

University and on Water Crisis to Manthan (Rajasthan). The exposures were able to integrate

and explore specific issues and build institutional partnerships with DTU and FAT. For

example, students from DTU shared that they experienced a shift and learnt that development

is not top-down, that if it is not inclusive, then it is not development. 

My Life Mere Faisle is a 50-hour curriculum with the aim of talking about issues of Sexual

and Reproductive Health Rights and Early and Child Marriage by developing decision-making

skills and agency in young people, which has been running across 8 states for the the last 3

years.In NCR, 73 students from Miranda House and Feminist Approach to Technology

underwent the leadership journey where many were able to work on relationships with their

parents, building greater self acceptance and negotiating spaces for self. 

As a part of Delhi University’s Bachelor of Elementary Education course, there is an elective

called ‘self development workshops’, in which students’ sharpen their abilities and learn to

question, be critical and reflective through self reflection and analysis. Pravah has been

facilitating this course with a class of B.El.Ed students in Jesus and Mary College. This year

we have been able to engage with X students through the course. 

Community Volunteering for Change  , with AVI, where 15 students from Melbourne

University and Pravah were placed with our rural partner Manthan; to gain a hands-on

perspective of community engagement by leading action research projects on social inclusion



I M PAC T

"I have realised the importance of
involving community in the
action plan of development or any
change. I learnt that, there are
many factors which we miss out
when we try to change things as
'outsiders'. I also discovered ways
to increase interactions and
letting go of my barriers while
having the vision to learn."

 Manas, NSS-DTU, Group Exposure 2018

"The best part of the fellowship
is that I have learned to see
eye to eye, empathetically,
with every child that I come
across. My presentation skills
have largely increased and my
confidence is boosted as I am
on par with all my fellow
classmates in terms of
education. I further plan to
take up Masters in Social Work
as I am delightful to be in this
field. This is my passion"

 Aamir, SMILE Fellow, 2018-19 



Pravah has been supporting early stage social entrepreneurs through the Changelooms Learning and

Leadership Journey for the last 10 years and has supported over 500 social entrepreneurs, startups and

new grassroots action projects across India. 

 

We supported and nurtured capacities of 10 youth led startups (Urjaghar, We are One, Guhaar,

Rural Trek, Sonzal Welfare Trust, The Queer Muslim Project, YOUCAN, Alter School, Vidhyalaya

Udhyam, Varitra Foundation) of 20 young social entrepreneurs from across 9 different states of

India, namely Jammu and Kashmir, Haryana, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Maharashtra,

Tamil Nadu and Kerala; supported by 10 mentors. The trainings were based on an experiential

learning model to ensure a right balance of new learning, its application and real world connect

with their work. In the design, there were spaces for self-reflection, group interactions, fun

activities, technical input sessions and mentor engagement. Inputs on instructional design and

facilitation and mock sessions with detailed designs at the end of the training helped them to

practice what they had learnt and got feedback for further improvement. These spaces helped in

building relationships, mentor engagement kick-started and built certain energy and excitement for

them to lead their projects. The Changeloomers through their work reached out to 4,098 people

intensively, 7,237 people extensively and 35,850 people through online engagement in a period of 7

months. This programme has been supported by Oracle. 

Ongoing programme to support 80 social entrepreneurs ( social startups) from 40 youth-led start-

ups and 72 social entrepreneurs ( changemakers working on social action projects) in 4 States

(Gujarat, U.P, Telengana and Maharashtra with state level hubs led by partner organisations of

Sauhard,   Yeh Ek Soch (YES), Rubaroo)  to do high impact youth programming to enable them to

become agents of positive social change on issues of Social Inclusion and Constitutional Literacy.

This programme is currently being supported by the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor

U.S. Department of State (DRL)

EARLY STAGE SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS



I M PAC T

"Our mentor often held us
accountable and nurtured
us with tough love, which
helped us to acknowledge
the  conflicts within our
organisation and address
them"

Sourav Rajput and Abbad Kamal,
from Guhaar, Changeloomers
2018-19 

"Value Ranking session has
enabled me to identify my
core values and those that

govern the work I do, it has
given me a road map to

align my values with those
of my team to strengthen

my organisation". 

Baljeet Yadav, Varitra Foundation,
Changeloomer, 2018-19



CAPACITY BUILDING AND CO-

PROGRAMMING WITH ORGANISATIONS,

PROFESSIONALS, EDUCATORS AND

CORPORATES
 

We feel it is critical to create an ecosystem of excellent youth focused organizations as well as ensure that there

are well trained professionals and practitioners in this field who lend core human capital and leadership to

organizations. Our key to strengthen youth development work as a valuable and viable profession, and as in any

growth process the need is not just for instilling knowledge and skills but an all-round development of professionals

engaged in creating youth participation in social change.  

 

Saanstha  an organisational development leadership journey to deepen leadership skills of social

entrepreneurs to identify challenges, energise and enable them to act on the same and create a strong

network of impactful youth centric organisations, ran for it’s 3rd year with 8 participating organisations;

People For Change, Anhad Pravah, Diksha Foundation, Sauhard,Blue Ribbon Movement, Way Foundation ,

Jamghat , Sunderban Green Environment Association (SGEA). The focus was on strengthening and

sustaining youth organisations by building capacities of the young leaders/founder to identify and taking

effective learning actions to engage with challenges emerging at   self and organisation level.

Organisations are working on diverse OD challenges like , building second line leadership, building skill to

ensure financial sustenance, building robust internal processes and structure.The project is supported by

Paul Hamylyn Foundation and mentoring support to the  teams are provided by Vyaktitva and Pravah 

 My Life Mere Faisle supported by American Jewish World Service and Amplify Change, a programme to

build agency and decison making skills of young people to explore and take action on the issue of early and

child marriage, ran for it’s 3rd year across 7 states ( M.P, Rajasthan, U.P, Telengana, Bihar, New Delhi,

Jharkhand)   with partner organisations Synergy, ALFA, YES, Milaan, PJI, People For Change, Agrini, Anhad

Pravah, Diksha Foundation,Rubaroo. This year 3400 young people went through the leadership journey and

we were able to build a strong MLMF coalition that has the capacity to address issues of SRHR and ECM

through-shared programming, capacity building, joint advocacy and campaign experiences that are rooted

in local reality and based on best practices - creating opportunities for cross learning and facilitation

connections such that larger landscape on SRHR is informed by local and changing reality of young people.

The partners were able to strategically engage community stakeholders such as school principal,

administration, parents and bringing them on as partners by building their trust in the programme to be

able to navigate the conflict and backlash that may emerge during the implementation of the program and

social action.

 



 

Big Ticket is a deep dive into instructional design and facilitation to create impactful and deep learning

spaces for youth professionals focusing on design framework, content development, and tools for engaging

facilitation. This year the training was carried out with 100 people from different audiences like the Indian

School of Development Management students, IDFC master trainers ( Shwetdhara project working on Dairy

based rural livelihood), women trainers from Feminist Approach to Technology, as well as trainers and

facilitators from IGNIS, Equal community foundation, Ashoka University, Ministry of skill development and

entrepreneurship.  

Ocean in a Drop is an open training for youth facilitators on youth development, deep self awareness,

systems thinking and instructional design and facilitation. Trainers, facilitators, young professionals and

researchers working on different capacities with young people to strengthen youth work from the following

organisations - IGSSS, Greenpeace, Direct dialogue initiative, Ipartner, Mobile crèches, Chetna,

Breakthrough, Rubaroo. 

The My Scholar programme under the HCL Foundation Uday program of ‘Power of One’; is a corporate

volunteering programme where HCL staff mentor the meritorious students (children of HCL workers) in their

development to invest in young people’s learning journey. In its 3rd year, the program continued in Delhi &

Chennai; with 30 scholars and 15 mentors coming together as a strengthened peer group. 

We carried out capacity building of the staff of 4 different organisations engaging with youth and

adolescents. With 38 care home staff of Rainbow Homes Delhi on conflict resolution to strengthen team

building and key skills of empathy, effective communication and collaborative win-win solutioning to

strengthen their capacity as caregivers. With 25 employees of Kailash Satyarthi Children’s Foundation

Jharkhand to strengthen their skills of instructional design and facilitation, and analyze their role as

facilitators for the adolescent groups to build key leadership competencies. With 40 field facilitators from

Chotanagpur Adivasi Seva Samiti Jharkhand working with tribal areas, on instructional design and

facilitation tools that they could implement to strengthen their community engagement in the field . With 30

trainers and staff of Room to Read New Delhi, on strengthening the ‘adult-child binary’ on how to manage

the relationship between adults and adolescents such that there isn’t infantalising of the latter and there is

a creation of a safe space for them to be able to learn and grow. Participants were able to identify how

adults can work on breaking the anatomy of power that they hold in the spaces they create for adolescents

and came up with practices that can be followed in the learning centres.  

Play It Forward- In partnership with Rajiv Gandhi National Institute for Youth Development, trained 52

National Social Scheme program officers from Tripura and Sikkim  on designing and facilitating   NSS

volunteering opportunities aligned to Sustainable Development Goals, where they were able to identify

local issues aligned to different SDGs for NSS volunteering projects and map the existing projects against

the SDGs. 

Mere Kshitij Ki Khoj Mein (In Search of My Horizon) a leadership journey held for 10 master trainers from

Learning Links Foundation who further trained 200 government BRP and CRP in Jharkhand. 

Teacher Training- The Plan It Girls Program, with ICRW in its 2nd year, worked with 35 female teachers

and para-teachers of 10 Government Girls Senior Secondary schools from south-east district, under Delhi

Department Of Education. As Gender Champions, they were able to lead action projects to make gender

sensitive classrooms ( like decoding gender through the language used in CBSE curricula and textbooks).

We also facilitated a workshop in with the Delhi Directorate of Education with SCERT with over 80 mentor

teachers of government schools to build facilitation skills and design orientation among the mentors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I M PAC T

"In the last session, we wrote
something on the heart cut-
out, for myself I had written
'loving and caring' - Earlier I
used to be strict teacher and
did not like it when students
did not submit their homework
on time but then I was looking
for something inside my purse
when I found the heart cut-out
in one of the pockets and then
my reaction changed and I
realized that I can handle the
situation with love and care
also"

Sujata ma'am, Madanpur Khadar Government
School, Plan-It Girls teacher training"My personal struggle is

being able to empathise with
people and situation when
faced with conflicts. The 1:1
with the mentor really
helped me in reflecting on
my own limitations from a
different perspective. It
helped me think about the
conflict and how it is
connected to me and not just
the organisation."

Bhavi Barad, The Blue Ribbon Movement,
Saanstha participant, Maharashtra 



AB I L I T I E S  B E Y O N D  S K I L L S  

Over the last 4 years, we’ve designed and  implemented a life capacities program on

employability specially designed for the skilling sector, using a youth development approach. ABS

aims to reconcile the market’s need for potential employees to go beyond 21st century skills; with

building the capacity to learn new skills, in young people. The emphasis is on building skills that an

employer would look for, including the ability to deal with conflicts positively, to take initiative

when necessary, to take decisions which reflect a good balance of people and task orientations,

to negotiate effectively and be a good leader is given. The curriculum has been customized and

implemented in partnership with diverse universities, organisations, corporates, government skilling

centres and partners across India.

Eklavya- Castrol India Project in its 4th year running, focuses on the  up-skilling of two-wheeler

technicians from remote areas with skills required to further their profession as a sustainable income

generating activity through a ‘training of trainers’ model. It’s run in partnership with Empower Pragati

and focusses on upgrading their technical skill to negotiate for a better income, enhanced leadership

capacities enabling them to strengthen their customer orientation for  service. This year we created a

pool of 12 master trainers and mobilizers with strengthened capacities to deliver modules of the value

added curriculum focusing on technical skills along with life competencies, and reach 1850 two-

wheeler technicians in 5 districts of UP. The program has also led to groups of mechanics coming

together to form unions across multiple markets. 

Our New Horizons supported by Dr. Reddy Labs, is a behavioural training and mentoring journey

with entry level young recruits at Dr. Reddy’s manufacturing units at Baddi and Hyderabad, over 3

months to build their capacities as effective employees by focusing on aspirations, conflict resolution,

workplace adaptability, leadership and interpersonal relationships. As a result Dr Reddy have adopted

and made this module mandatory for all their employees across their other plants as well.

Entrepreneurship Development Program supported by the Ministry of Skill Development and

Entrepreneurship in partnership with NIESBUD/ National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small

Business Development - As part of the PM Yuva Yojana, we’ve designed an entrepreneurship

curriculum for 17 government Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) in Delhi to promote self-employment

among ITI students. It is currently rolling out across 17 Government ITI’s reaching out to 1700 students

and 28 teachers. The program involves a training journey with local ITI teachers who would further

facilitate the EDP curriculum with students.  

Life Competencies for Sustainable Employability (LCSE)’ for Bachelors of Vocational Studies at

Ambedkar University Delhi,  rolled out with students last year ; to bridge the gap between expectations

of employers and potential employees; and to equip students with life capacities critical for navigating

sustainable employment opportunities. 

Empowering Youth towards Sustainable Employability - HSBC Skills for Life, has been designed

to build abilities of 600 economically disadvantaged youth from Deli in areas of ‘Retail’, and ‘IT/ITeS’

domain skills by equipping them with life capacities, IT skills and communicative english. Through the

10-month training of trainer learning journey The focus has been the certification of at least 80% of

trained disadvantaged youth, provide job opportunities to all trained candidates and secure

placement to 70% of them. 

Curriculum development for Employability - Learning Links Foundation (LLF), which focussed on the

creation of a 24 hours life capacities curriculum for young people in their Apprenticeship programme

Entrepreneurship Development Program supported by the Ministry of Skill Development and

Entrepreneurship in partnership with NIESBUD- As part of the PM Kaushal Vikas Yuva Yojana, we’ve

designed an entrepreneurship curriculum for government Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) in Delhi to

promote self-employment among students. Currently rolling out across 17 Government ITI’s reaching

out to 1700 students and 28 teachers. The program involves a training journey with local ITI teachers

who would further facilitate the EDP curriculum with students.

EMPLOYABILITY FOR THE SKILLING SECTOR 



I M PAC T

"As a trainer, various millstones
in the journey like TOT, field
visits and cluster meetings,
helped me build my capacity to
reflect, learn from my mistakes,
actively seek feedback and
continuously work on my
facilitation skills. I have
witnessed a drastic change in
the way I communicate. I’m now
able to confidently connect and
convey my message to any type
of audience."

Harshwardhan Singh, Life Skills Trainer, Castrol
Eklavya

"LCSE course has enhanced me
holistically. From blaming to
claiming, from giving
responsibility to taking
responsibility, it has made me
improve myself. LCSE sessions
are fun and very much related
to the challenges we face in
personal and professional
life.."

Sakshi, Student B.Voc. AUD



PUBLIC  ENGAGEMENT AND

POLICY IMPACT
 

SamvidhanLive! Be A Jagrik Project: led by ComMutiny the Youth Collective, is a 6 weeks long

campaign on constitutional rights and duties ;and SDG literacy, access to public services and

importance of   active decision making by young people. In second year we partnered with CYC and

NSS departments of Deshbandhu college to take 68 students through this interactive social task game,

to address constitutional duties and rights, decision making, community engagement.  

YuWaah! National & State consultations to  unleash the potential of adolescents and  young people-

Advocacy for adolescent- adult partnerships to find innovative solutions to adolescent needs: 

Designed and facilitated a 5 state consultation and 1 national consultation with adolescents and 

solution providers to present young people's recommendations on Education, Skilling and 

 Entrepreneurship to NITI Aayog. (UNICEF India, NITI Aayog, Head Held High) The focus was on co-

creation of solutions for ensuring that young people in India have opportunity and choices for learning;

have avenues and spaces for functional and vocational training and can choose between employment

and entrepreneurship which are accessible locally. Specific focus was on adolescents and young

people living in remote and poor communities, such as those from scheduled castes and tribes, those

living in migrant communities, and those with disability, and girls. 272 adolescents from Jharkhand,

West Bengal, Bihar, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Ahmedabad participated in the consultation. 

Design and drafting of the Health and   Wellness curriculum (to be launched under   Ayushman

Bharat programme): Pravah worked on the design and development of Ayushman Bharat which was a

project of MHRD anchored by NCERT and held by UNFPA. It is being planned to be implemented from

this year.

Pravah member Pooja Singh selected as a 25x25 global youth leader as a part of SheDecides, a

global campaign advocating for women’s rights and represented India at the Global SheDecides

flagship summit at Nepal 

Co-facilitated the ‘Democracy Adda’ with Youth Ki Awaaz and Twitter in Jaipur, with Pravah Jaipur

Initiative  

4 Youth Festivals advocating for active citizenship and peace - Music for Harmony, Jumbish, Jashn-

e-Agaz, Changelooms were held across Delhi and Jaipur to engage over 5,000 people on SDGs and

highlight youth voices on equality, justice and social inclusion, religion, gender and sexuality through

innovative public engagement designs and creative mediums like art, performing arts, film and theatre .

It provided a platform to showcase youth-centric development and the way our programmes create

inclusive spaces for young people.



S NA P S H O T S

Scenes from Music for Harmony 2019 @ Dilli Haat
celebrating diverse identities 

Pooja Singh from Pravah, the India representative
for the 25x25 global SheDecides youth leaders on
SRHR; with Netherlaands MP and SheDecides
founder Lillian Ploumen @ the SheDecides flagship
summit at Nepal 

Yuwaah! Bihar Consultation with young people and
CSOs in Patna with UNICEF and Head Held High
Foundation

Neeru Malhotra from Pravah facilitating a panel on
the Dasra Adolescents Community of Practise-
Backlash Report with youth leaders 



INTERNAL

PROCESSES

2018-19 overview

Career Mapping  The strength and beauty

of Pravah has always been our ability and

belief in organic renewal. The career

mapping process facilitates the organic

renewal through supporting people to take

on the next level of leadership as they grow

and learn.It has been a year long process of

individual conversations and organizational

mapping which have resulted in shifts that

have emerged from bringing together

people's individual aspirations and our

collective organisational aspirations and

needs. For example Neeru Malhotra has

taken on the role of CEO – Direct

Interventions from the year 2019 June. Along

with this there have been other shifts with

people taking on larger roles, strengthening

the shared leadership within Pravah. 

 

Organisational Retreat  A reflective space

for everyone in the organization to pause,

bond with each other and co-create any

necessary shifts in the structure and culture

of the organisation to live the 5th Space. The

retreat offered a space for the organization

to come together and discuss the culture and

functioning within the organization and

whether or not we are being able to balance

the focus on learning and achievement. We

looked at and committed to strengthening

internal processes focusing on learning. 

 

 

 

 





VISIBILITY SNAPSHOTS 



OUR CREW 

Aslesha Tummalappali

Amreen Ahmed

Anjali Anand

Ankita Singh

Anukriti Garg

Ashutosh Nandwana

Astha Aggarwal

Atul Khera

Cornelius Ngade

Ishanee Bhattacharyya

Ishani Sen

Indu Singh

Khursheed Farash

Loganathan J

Malavika Pavamani

Meghamala Sengupta

Mithun Chandravanshi

Neeru Malhotra

Neha Buch

Nivedita Soni

Nida Ansari 

Nikhita Pai

Nivedita Soni

Om Prakash

Payal Sharma

Pooja Singh

Ramneek Banga

Richi Singhai

Ritikaa Khunnah

Shaima Ahmad

Sukannyaa Lahon

Umpilika Sarma

 

 

Sukriti Sharma

Sulab Kumar

Suruchi Barua

Swati Sharma

Tanya Sharma

Venkat Sai

Yatish Bedi

Zainab Naaz

Vartika Gupta

Parth Suri

Ravinder Saini

Meenakshi Ruhela

Divya Mukand  

Adeesh Mehra

Arjun Shekhar

Avinash Kumar

Gouran Lal

Meenu Venkateswaran

Neha Buch

Ravi Gulati

Renuka Motihar

Suman Kumar

Sunita Menon

Inderpal Singh

BOARD MEMBERS

Kanika Sinha

Naghma Abidi

Sandeep Bhogra

Arunima Chatterjee

Pooja Dhingra 

Vaishali Singh

Ankita Rawat

Pooja A

Bhawna Khattar

Rashi Goel

CONSULTANTS

Wasil Saif 

Dheeraj Yadav

Isha 

Sukriti Makkar

Ujjwal Agarwal

Gregor Luca

Tahir Hussain

Anton Harris

Rachel 

Nishant

 

INTERNS



PARTNERS & CO-VOYAGERS

NCERT-UNFPA- Ayushman Bharat

Kailash Satyarthi Childrens Foundation

Yellow Streets 

Jamghat

Rainbow Homes

Ministry of Human Resource

Development

Manzil

Teach for Green

State Council for Education Research

and Training

Salaam Balak Trust

NIESBUD

Learning Links Foundation

Confederation of Indian Industry- India

@ 75 

Girls Count 

Empower Pragati

Girl Effect

School of Social Entrepreneurs

Change Alliance

United Nations Volunteers

YP Foundation

CREA

Khoj

Breakthrough

Action Aid

National Youth Engagement Network

(NYEN) 

UNICEF 

Mitr Trust

Kat- Katha 

Nazariya

Feminist Approach to Technology

The Mash Project

Haiyya

Asia Safe Abortions

Restless Development

Indo-global Social Service Society

National Social Scheme Delhi 

MGIEP YesPeace Network

Love Matters

Ashoka - Everyone a Changemaker

Dasra

Udayan Care

PHIA

Head Held High

IGNIS

Equal community foundation

Ashoka University

Vyaktitva 

Greenpeace 

Streaming  Partners
ALFA Educational Society

Pravah Jaipur Initiative

Milaan – Be the Change  

YES Foundation 

Rubaroo

Synergy Sansthan

Agrini 

Prantakatha

ComMutiny- The Youth Collective

People for Change

Bosco Institute Jorhat

Anhad Pravah

WAY Foundation 

DIksha Foundation 

Sauhard 

The Blue Ribbon Movement 

SGEA 

Media  Partners
The Better India

The Optimist Citizen

Guhaar

She Decides 

Ikure technology 

SMILE  Partners
Ekta Parishad

Farm2food Foundation

Gram Vikas Navyuvak Mandal 

     (GVNML)

Him Vikas

Hum Kisan Sangathan

Hunar Ki Pathsala

Jagori

Jatan Sansthan

Manthan Sansthan

Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA

Patang

Sabuj Sangh

Sadhna Forest

Shri Bhuvaneshwari Mahila 

     Ashram (SBMA)

Urja Ghar

Tarun Bharat Sangh

Centre for Social Inclusion and Equity

Pratyaya EduResearch Lab

Varitra Foundation 

Educational  Institutes 

Indraprastha college for

Women

Janaki Devi memorial

college

Lady Shri Ram college

Ramanujan College

Deshbandhu College

Miranda House

Jesus and Mary college

Shri Ram College of

Commerce

Hindu College

Lady Erwin College

Ramjas College

Ambedkar University

Delhi Technological

University

Indian School of

Development Management

Department of Lifelong

Learning, Rajasthan

University 

NIOS

10 Government Girls Senior

Secondary Schools (South-

east district -DOE)

5 Goverment Upper Primary

Schools, Gautam Buddh

Nagar, U.P.

Sanskriti School

Direct dialogue initiative

Ipartner

Mobile crèches

Chetna

Changeloomers

Urjaghar

We are One

 Guhaar

 Rural Trek

 Sonzal Welfare Trust

The Queer Muslim

Project

 YOUCAN

Alter School

 Vidhyalaya Udhyam

Varitra Foundation



SUPPORTERS

HCL Foundation

Subros Educational Society

Ankur Welfare Association, Una

Ambuja Cement Foundation

Sweccha

Rainbow Homes, New Delhi

Kailash Satyarthi Children's Fund

Castrol India

Ambedkar University Delhi 

Dr Reddy's Our New Horizons Program

Ministry of Skill Development and

Entrepreneurship - Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas

Yuva Yojana 

NIESBUD

Learning Links Foundation

HSBC - Skills for Life - Swadesh

Misereor

ARROW 

The Ebrahim & Nutan Legacy Fund

UNICEF India 

UNICEF Gargi Manch Rajasthan

UNFPA India 

International Center for Research on Women

UNICEF Kashmir 

The American Center- US State Government

Alumni Exchange 

Chota Nagpur Adivasi Sewa Samiti CASS

Learning Links

Rajiv Gandhi National Youth Institute for

Development RGNYID 

Room to Read

IDFC Foundation

Paul Hamlyn Foundation

American Jewish World Service

Amplify Change Network

Oracle 

Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor

U.S. Department of State (DRL)

Australian Volunteers International

University of Melbourne 

Business to Rural 

Tata Institute of Social Sciences

Business to Rural 

University of Mquarie 

 

Individual DonorsInstitutional Funders

Anshuman Prakash  

Adil Behram Katrak

Amitabh Vira ( Netrophets Cyberworks)

Anthony John  

Bhaskar Jayaraman  

Greg Chapman 

Janardan Menon

Kamini Prakash

 Hardik N Joshi 

 Krishna Shankar 

 Meenu V

Mohit (Axiom Global Tech)

Pawan Inder Singh 

Promila Ayyangar

Piyush Mehta

Rajesh Nandan Singh Meher 

R Shantaram

R Venkatesh Iyer

Shama Patel

Shalini Karunakaran Kuila 

Shubhra Bhattacharya

 Shibaji Das

Siva Natarajan  

Smita Bhandari Sahay - DOR Education

Surabhi Bikhchandani  

S Viswanathan

Vinit Taneja  

Vinod Kala



LEGAL STATUS

Pravah is a non-profit society registered under the

Societies' Registration Act,

Registration Number S/24758 on 8th September

1993.

Income Tax exemption under Section 80G Vide

Regn DIT(E)/20017-2008/P-425/2784.

Foreign Contributions permissible under FCRA

registration no. 231650876 dated 08-10-2016.

Income Tac No. PAN/GIR No. AAAAP7947E.

Registered Office: S-508, Hawa Singh Block, Asiad

Village, New Delhi

Bankers: Andhra Bank, Green Park; Axis Bank, C.R.

Park; HDFC Bank, Kalkaji; Kotak Mahindra Bank,

Greater Kailash II



26 YEARS OF BUILDING YOUTH LEADERSHIP FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 8  -  2 0 1 9




























